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By Dorothy Morrison

Llewellyn Publications,U.S. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Everyday Magic: Spells
and Rituals for Modern Living, Dorothy Morrison, Looking for simple solutions for today's problems:
computer viruses, traffic that drives you crazy, and an overextended schedule? There's an easy way
to incorporate magic into your life without adding more stress to it. Everyday Magic updates the
ancient arts to fit your busy lifestyle. It promotes the use of modern convenience items as viable
magical tools, and it incorporates the use of easy-to-find spell ingredients--most of which are
already in your kitchen cabinet. It discusses the items and forces that boost magical work, as well as
offering a multitude of time-saving tips and a large assortment of recipes for creating your own
incenses, potions, and powders. More than 300 spells and rituals cover the everyday concerns of the
modern practitioner.-- Set your spell into motion and speed up the results with "magical boosters"-
- Magnify your focused intent and energy flow with herbs, flowers, trees, and stones-- Learn how to
perform ancient arts with modern tools: your coffee maker, blender and crock pot-- Make your own
magical powders, sachets, bath salts, potpourris, incenses and oils-- Discover the secret to success
in magical...
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Totally among the best ebook I have ever go through. It can be rally exciting throgh looking at period. Its been printed in an extremely straightforward way
which is just soon after i finished reading this pdf by which actually transformed me, change the way i believe.
-- Mr . Mer vin Wa lsh-- Mr . Mer vin Wa lsh

It in one of my favorite book. Sure, it is actually engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I am happy to let you know that this is
basically the finest book i have got study inside my very own existence and might be he finest publication for ever.
-- Ra nda l Reing er-- Ra nda l Reing er
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